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Some properties of a frequently used ring homomorphism are determined and 
then used to characterize asymptotic sequences in a Noetherian ring A. Then it is 
shown that elements b,,..., b, in the Jacobson radical of A are an asymptotic 
sequence if and only if by,..., bi are ((b, ,..., b,)“d),-independent for all n > I. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All rings in this paper are assumed to be commutative with identity, and 
the terminology is in general the same as that in [ 71. 
In 1970 the concept of generalized analytically independent elements, or Z- 
independent elements (see (4.1) for the definition), was first formally defined 
and studied in [20], and since then quite a few properties of such elements 
and uses of them have been found. For example, there have been charac- 
terizations in terms of such elements of: Macaulay rings [2]; locally unmixed 
rings [4]; and locally quasi-unmixed rings [ 131. Thus they seem to be a very 
useful generalization of analytically independent elements in a local ring. 
Recently, asymptotic sequences (see (3.1)) were defined in [ 181, and it 
was shown in [ 141 that they are an excellent analogue of A-sequences in a 
Noetherian ring since most of the basic properties of A-sequences and grade 
have valid analogues for asymptotic sequences and asymptotic grade (see 
(4.5)). One of the main goals of this paper is to show that the concepts of Z- 
independence and asymptotic sequences are very closely related: specifically, 
it is shown in (4.8) that elements b, ,..., b, in the Jacobson radical of a 
Noetherian ring A are an asymptotic sequence if and only if by,..., bi are 
((b I ,..., b,)“A),-independent for all n > 1. (Here, Z, denotes the integral 
closure of the ideal I, see (2.2).) This result can be viewed as an asymptotic 
sequence analogue of the following version of a 1957 result of Rees: 
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elements b , ,..., b, in the Jacobson radical of A are an A-sequence if and only 
if b , ,..., b, are (b i ,..., b&-independent [ 16, Theorems 2.1 and 2.21. Also, the 
asymptotic sequence analogue of two other versions of Rees’s result are 
given in (4.9) and (4.16) (see (4.17) for a summary of these results). 
In order to prove (4.8), (4.9), and (4.16), it is useful to carefully consider 
the kernel of the natural homomorphism from A [u, X, ,..., X,,] onto the Rees 
ring A [u, tb, ,..., tb,,] (and also the kernel of the more general homomorphism 
from A [Xi ,..., X,] onto A [b,/b O,..., b,,/bo]). This is done in Section 2 and the 
information gained seems to be quite useful. For example, it is briefly shown 
in (2.10) and (2.11) that is can be used to determine when certain 
localizations of A are Macaulay rings (and this is considered in more detail 
in [ 12]), and it is also used in (3.9) and (4.16) to characterize asymptotic 
sequences in terms of the kernel of this homomorphism. Actually, most of 
the results in Section 3, like those in Section 4, can be viewed as asymptotic 
sequence analogues of another version of Rees’s result mentioned above (this 
version being a characterization of A-sequences in terms of this kernel; see 
the comment preceding (3.4)). 
Since the homomorphism studied in Section 2 occurs frequently, and since 
Z-independent elements and asymptotic sequences eem to be very useful 
concepts, it is hoped that the results in this paper will prove to be useful in 
future research in this area. 
2. THE KERNEL OF A CERTAIN RING HOMOMORPHISM 
The kernel H of the natural homomorphism from’ A [X, ,..., Xh] onto 
A [W,,..., b,,/b,l is considered in this section and it is shown that in some 
important cases the integral closure of H is the integral closure of 
(bJ, - b, ,..., b,& - b,J A [X, ,..., X,,]. This and the other information 
gleaned on this kernel in this section then play an important role in the 
remaining two sections of the paper. 
We begin by fixing some notation. 
If b is a regular element in a ring A, then A [ l/b] is the quotient ring A, of 
A with respect o S = {bk; k > 0). In (2.1) we adopt a notational convention 
related to this. 
(2.1) Notation. Let b be a nonnilpotent element in a ring A and let 
Z = U ((0): b”A; m > 0). Then: 
(2.1.1) A [ l/b] denotes the ring (A/Z)ts+zj,z (=A,), where 
S = {bk; k > 0). (Note that b is a regular element in A/Z, and A Sr A[ l/b], if 
b is not regular in A.) 
(2.1.2) A[b,/b,..., b,/b] denotes the subring of A [l/b] generated over 
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A/Z by the elements hi/b, where ti denotes the residue class of an element 
a E A modulo Z. 
In regard to (2.1), let C =A [b,/b,..., b,/b] and let f: A -+ A/Z be the 
natural homomorphism. Then, if Z is an ideal in A, then ZC denotes f(Z)C, 
and if J is an ideal in C, then .Zn A denotes f -‘(Jr7 (A/Z)). Likewise, if S 
is a m.c. set in A, then C, denotes the ring C,,,,. This notation will be used 
below usually without further explicit mention. 
In order to prove the main result in this section, (2.5), we need the 
following three definitions. 
(2.2) DEFINITION. If Z is an ideal in a ring A, then the integral closure Z, 
of Z in A is the set of elements x in A which satisfy an equation of the form 
X” + b,X”-’ + ... + b, = 0, where bi E I’. 
It is well known that Z, is an ideal in A such that Z E Z, G Rad 1. 
Minimal prime ideals in a ring will play an important role in what follows, 
so we introduce the following notation to facilitate reference to them. 
(2.3) DEFINITION. If A is a ring, then mAss A is the set of minimal prime 
ideals in A. 
One further definition is needed. 
(2.4) DEFINITION. A local (Noetherian) ring (R, M) is quasi-unmixed in 
case depth z = altitude R for all minimal prime ideals z in the M-adic 
completion R * of R. A Noetherian ring A is locally quasi-unmixed in case 
A, is quasi-unmixed for all P E Spec A. 
It follows from [ 10, Lemma 2.51 that a Noetherian ring A is locally quasi- 
unmixed if (and only if) A, is quasi-unmixed for all maximal ideals M in A. 
(2.5) is the main result in this section. Parts of it are well known, but I 
think some of the parts (especially (2.5.2) and (2.5.5)) are new. The known 
parts are included in (2.5) for ease reference since they also will be 
frequantly used in what follows. 
The notation used in (2.5) will be used throughout this section and 
Section 3. 
(2.5) THEOREM. Let J = (b,, b, ,..., b&4 be an ideal in a Noetherian ring 
A such that b, & Rad A, B = A[X, ,..., X,,], A = boXi - b, (i = l,..., h), 
K = (f, ,..., &)B, and H = Ker(B + C), where C = A [b,/b, ,..., b,/b,] (see 
(2.1)). Then the following statements hold: 
(2.5.1) KG H and there exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
the prime divisors z of zero in A such that 6, & z and the prime divisors P of 
Hgiven by PnA=z. 
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(2.5.2) If z and P are corresponding ideals as in (2.51) and 
z E mAss A, then P is a minimal prime divisor of H, height P = h, 
(K + Rad(B,)) B, = K, B, = H, B, = PB,, and L = B,/(Rad BP) is a 
regular local ring and the images in L of the 1;. are a regular system of 
parameters. 
(2.5.3) Rad K E Rad H. And, if height J = h + 1, then height K = h = 
height H and Rad K = Rad H. 
(2.5.4) If z E mAss A is such that height(J+ z)/z = h + 1, then 
Rad(K + zB)/zB is a prime ideal H”. Further, H* is the H*-primary 
component of (K + zB)/zB and of (H + zB)/zB, and H* = Ker((B/zB)+ 
(C/z*)), where z* = zA[ l/b,] n C. 
(2.5.5) rf height J= h + 1 and A is locally quasi-unmixed, then 
KcHGK,=RadK=RadH. 
Proof: Since C and A/Z have the same total quotient ring, where 
Z = (0): &A for all large n, (2.5.1) is clear. Thus it follows in (2.5.2) that P 
is a minimal prime divisor of H. Also, B/zB satisfies the altitude formula 
relative to A/z by [22, Proposition 2, p. 3261, so it follows from the altitude 
formula that height P/zB = trd(B/zB)/(A/z) = h since B/P (=C/(P/H)) and 
A/z have the same quotient field and since height Pn A = height z = 0, 
hence height P = height P/zB = h. It also follows that Rad B, = zB,. 
Therefore, since (P/zB) n (A/z) = (0), it follows that L = B,/(Rad BP) = 
B,/zB, is a quotient ring of F[X ,,..., X,], where F is the quotient field of 
A/z, and so L is a regular local ring of altitude h. And, with d denoting the 
residue class of a E A modulo z, KB,/zB, is generated by the Xi - ii/K0 
since &, is a unit in B,/zB,. Therefore, since K s H, it follows that the 
images of the h in L are a regular system of parameters. Finally, K,B, = 
(KB,), 3 Rad B, = zB, and KB,/zB, E K,B,/zBr c H,B,/zB, c PB,/zB, 
zzz KB,/zB,, as just shown, so (K + Rad B,)B, = K,B, = H,Bp = PB,. 
(2.5.3) It is clear that Rad K E Rad H, so assume that height J = h + 1 
and let P be a minimal prime divisor of K, so height P ,C h by the 
Generalized Principal Ideal Theorem. Let w = Pn B. Then b, @ w since 
otherwise JB 5 P and so h + 1 = height JB < height P < h, and this does not 
hold. Let E be the quotient field of A/w, so B,/wB, is a quotient ring of 
D = E[X, ,..., X,,]. since (P/wB) n (A/w) = (0). Also, (KB,/wB,) n D = N, 
where N is the maximal ideal (X, - 6,/b,,..., X,‘- 6-,/&)D (d denotes the 
residue class of a E A modulo w). Therefore B/P is algebraic over A/w, so it 
follows from the altitude formula for B/wB over A/w that height P/wB = 
trd(B/wB)/(A/w) = h. Therefore it follows that height P = h and that WB is a 
minimal prime ideal, and so w E mAss A. Thus, since b, 6? w, by (2.5.2) 
there exists a unique minimal prime divisor Q of H that lies over w and then 
height Q = h, K g Q, and. KB,/wB, = QBa/wB, . However, KB, n D = N, 
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so it follows that Q = P. Therefore P is a minimal prime divisor of H, so 
Rad K = Rad H and height K = h. 
(2.5.4) Let d denote the residue class of c1 E A modulo z and let C* = 
(A/z)[&/b,,..., b-,/i?,,]. Then C* = C/(zA [ l/b,] n C), so it is clear that H* = 
Ker((B/zZ?) + C*) is p rime and that H* 2 (H + zB)/zB 3 (K + zB)/zB = 
(b,X, - 6, )...) o 6 X,, - KJ(B/zB). The remaining statements follow from this 
and (2.5.2) and (2.5.3) applied to A/z, B/zB, C*, etc. 
For (2.5.5), if A is locally quasi-unmixed, then B is also locally quasi- 
unmixed, by [ 10, Lemma 2.71. And, if height J = h + 1, then Rad H = Rad K 
and K is of the principal class by (2.5.3), so it follows from [ 11, 
Theorem 2.121 that K, has no imbedded prime divisors. Hence K, = Rad K 
since K,B, = PB, for each (minimal) prime divisor P of K, by (2.5.2) and 
(2.5.3). Finally, K G H G H, E Rad H = Rad K = K,, so (2.5.5) holds. 
Q.E.D. 
(2.6) Remark. (2.6.1) It should be noted that if A is a Macaulay ring in 
(2.6.5) instead of just being quasi-unmixed, then K = H by [9, Lemma 2.31. 
(2.6.2) If A is a reduced ring in (2.5) (that is, Rad A = (0)), then 
L = B, is a regular local ring in (2.5.2) and H = Rad H (since if the zero 
ideal in A is an intersection of prime ideals, then this also holds in 
C = B/H). Therefore, if height J= h + 1, then Rad K = H by (2.5.3), and if 
also A is locally quasi-unmixed, then K, = H by (2.5.5). 
(2.6.3) If A is a complete semi-local ring in (2.5) and z E m Ass A is 
such that height (J + z)/z = h + 1, then it follows immediately from (2.5.4) 
and (2.5.5) that ((K + zB)/zB), = H*. 
Rees rings will play an important role in what follows, so we next recall 
their definition and a few of their basic properties. 
(2.7) DEFINITION. If Z is an ideal in a Noetherian ring A, then the Rees 
ring B’ = 9(A, I) of A with respecr to Z is the graded subring S’ = A [u, tZ] 
of A [u, t], where t is an indeterminate and u = I/t. 
It is well known that &%’ in (2.7) is a graded Noetherian ring, u is a regular 
element in 9, and ~“2 n A = I” for all n > 1. 
(2.8) Remark. The following is an important special case of (2.5). Let 
z = (b, ,...) b,)Z? be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R, B = R [u, X, ,..., X,,] (with 
u, x, ,-*-, X,, algebraically independent over R), A = R [u], fr = Ux, - bi 
(i = l,..., h), K = (f, ,..., &)B, and H = Ker u, where o is the A- 
homomorphism of B onto S? = &‘(R, I) = R [u, fb, ,..., fba] such that 
a(X,) = tbi (i = l,..., h). Also, let J= (Z, u)A. Then the statements in (2.5) 
hold, but with the following changes: for (2.5.1), tl is not in any prime 
divisor of zero in A, so there exists a one-to-one correspondence between all 
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the prime divisors of zero in A (and in R) and the prime divisors of H, for 
(2.5.3) and (2.5.5), the hypothesis height J= h + 1 is equivalent to 
height Z= h; and, for (2.5.4), the hypothesis can be either 
height (Z + z)/z = h (with z E m Ass R) or, equivalently, height(J + zA)/zA = 
h+ 1. 
The following corollary is an important special case of (2.5). 
(2.9) COROLLARY. With the notation of (2.5), assume that A is an 
integral domain and that height J= h + 1. Then the following statements 
hold: 
(2.9.1) H is a prime ideal of height h and Rad K = H. 
(2.9.2) B, is a regular local ring and K”B, = H”B, for all n > 1. 
(2.9.3) Zf A is locally quasi-unmixed, then K, = H is prime and 
(K”), = K”B, (7 B is K,-primary for all n > 1. 
Proof H is prime since C = B/H is an integral domain contained in the 
quotient field of A, height H = h by (2.5.1) and (2.5.2), and Rad K = H by 
(2.5.3). Therefore it follows from (2.5.2) that B, is a regular local ring and 
K”B, =,H”B, for all n > 1. Finally, if A is locally quasi-unmixed, then 
K, = H is prime by (2.5.5). Also, every prime divisor of (K”), has height h 
by [ 11, Theorem 2.121, so H = K, is the only prime divisor of (K”),. 
Therefore by (2.9.2) it follows that (K”), = (KR)=BH n B = (K”B,), n B = 
(H”B,), n B = H”B, n B = K”B, n B is primary for K, = H for all n > 1. 
Q.E.D. 
(2.10) shows that (2.5) ( or rather its special case (2.8)) can be used to 
determine when certain localizations are Macaulay local rings. 
(2.10) COROLLARY. With the notation of (2.8), assume that R is locally 
quasi-unmixed and that height Z = h. Then H c (u, Z,)B, so S?/(u, I,&%’ = 
B/k ZJB = (R/Z,)[X, ,..., X,]. Therefore, if Z = Z, and R/Z,, is a Macaulay 
ring, then R, is a Macaulay local ring for all prime ideals P in R that 
contain 1. 
Proof H 5 K, by (2.5.5) (see (2.8)) and K, !L ((u, K)B), = ((u, Z)B), = 
(u, Z,)B since u is an indeterminate and B is a polynomial ring over R. Thus 
it follows that S/(u, Z&S’ = B/(u, Z,)B = (R/I,)[X, ,..., X,]. Finally, if 
Z = Z,, then S/US’ z (R/Z)[X, ,..., X,,] by what has already been shown 
since Z = US n R c US. Therefore .S/uL%’ is a Macaulay ring, if R/Z is, and 
hence so is B, for all prime ideals P in R that contain Z by [5, 
Theorem 4.111. Q.E.D. 
(2.11) Remark. Concerning (2.10), note that if either depth Z = 0 or 
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depth I = 1, then R/I, is a Macaulay ring. (If depth I = 0, this is clear, and if 
depth I= 1, then I, has no imbedded prime divisors by [ 11, Theorem 2.121, 
so R/I, is a Macaulay ring of altitude one.) Thus if also I = I,, then R, is a 
Macaulay local ring for all prime ideals P in R that contain I by (2.10). 
Results related to (2.10) and (2.11) are more fully considered in [ 121. 
Before proceeding to the next corollary of (2.5) we first note that 9 in 
(2.10) and certain of its factor rings are locally quasi-unmixed. These rings 
are of some importance since they are also factor rings of the associated 
graded ring of R with respect o I by [ 17, Theorem 2.11. (In the last of the 
proof of (2.12), [HI, = (r E R; rt’ E H}, where H is a homogeneous ideal in 
2.1 
(2.12) Remark. With just the assumption that R is locally quasi- 
unmixed and that height I= h in (2.10), it follows that 9, S/z&, 
9’/@, Z,W, ~/(uW, 9 and 9/(Rad ~9) are locally quasi-unmixed. Also, 
Rad 9 E (u, 1,)9, so (Rad R) n Ik E I,Zk for all k > 0. 
Proof: If R is locally quasi-unmixed, then B is by [ 10, Lemma 2.71. 
Also, all the minimal prime divisors of H have the same height, by (2.8) and 
(2.5.2), so 9 is locally quasi-unmixed, by [ 10, Corollary 2.21. Therefore, 
since all the minimal prime divisors of the ideals US, (u, I,)@, (US’),, and 
Rad ~9 have the same height, the indicated factor rings of 9 are all locally 
quasi-unmixed by [ 10, Corollary 2.21. Finally, Rad H = K, E ((u, I)B), = 
(~7 I,3 by (2.5.5), so Rad S’ c (u, IJS. Now Rad 9’ = 
(RadR)R[t,u]nSP, so for all k>O, [RadS’],= [(RadR)R[t,u]n9],c 
[(u, I,),%?],, hence (Rad R) nIk s I,Zk + Ik+’ = I,Ik. Q.E.D. 
(2.13) is simply a result which I think is rather pretty. It is rather 
reminiscent of [ 1, Theorem 11. 
(2.13) COROLLARY. With the notation of (2.5), assume that A is locally 
quasi-unmixed and that height(b,, b, ,..., b,)A = i + 1 for i = l,..., h. Let Ki = 
(fi ,..., J)B (i = l,..., h) and dssume that A has exactly g minimal prime 
ideals that do not contain b,. Then (K,), c + +. c (K& - K, is a chain of 
radical ideals in B, each (Ki)O is the intersection of g height i prime ideals 
P,, Lij = B,J(Rad Brij) is a. regular local ring, and the images in L, of 
f, ,..., fi are a regular system of parameters. 
Proof: For i = l,.,., h‘ let Ht = Ker(B -+ C,), where Ci = A [b,/b, ,..., bJb,,]. 
Then K, c Hi E (K& = Rad Ki = Rad Hi, by’, (2.5.5), so the conclusion 
follows from (2.5.1) and (2.5.2). Q.E.D. 
Before proving the’tinal corollary of (2.5), which will play an important 
role in Section 3, we need two additional definitions and some facts 
concerning them. 
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(2.14) DEFINITION. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A. 
(2.14.1) A *(I) = {P E Spec A; P is a prime divisor of I” for all large 
nl* 
(2.14.2) a*(Z) = {P E Spec A; P is a prime divisor of (I”), for all 
large n}. 
Concerning (2.14), it is shown in [3] that the sets Ass(A/Z”) are equal for 
all large n, so A*(Z) is well defined. And it is shown in [ 15, (2.7)] that the 
sets Ass(A/(Z”),) are equal for all large n, so the set a*(Z) is also well 
defined. 
(2.15) contains several facts concerning these two sets that will be needed 
in the remainder of this paper. 
(2.15) Remark. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A. Then the 
following statements hold: 
(2.151) [ 15, (2.4)]. If P is a prime divisor of (I’(& for some k > 1, 
then P E a *(I). 
(2.15.2) [ 15, (2.8)]. a*(Z) G A*(Z). 
(2.15.3) [15, (8.3)]. If PEA*(Z), then there exists z E mAss A such 
that z G P and P/z E A *((I + z)/z). Conversely, if z E m Ass A and 
Q E A*((Z + z)/z), then there exists P E a*(Z) such that z E P and P/z = Q. 
(2.15.4) [15, (8.5)]. If S is a Noetherian ring which is a flat A- 
module, if P E a *(I), and if P* is a minimal prime divisor of PS, then 
P* Ea*(zS). 
(2.15.5) [ 15, (8.9)]. If S is a Noetherian ring which is a faithfully flat 
A-module, then a*(Z) = {P* n A; P* E a*(ZS)}. 
This section will be closed with one further corollary of (2.5). 
(2.16) COROLLARY. With the notation of (2.5), assume that, for all 
z E m Ass A, A/z is locally quasi-unmixed and height(J + z)/z = h + 1. Then 
K, = H, is the irredundant intersection of g height h prime ideals P,,..., P,, 
where g = card(mAss A), and (K”), = (J {PYB,, n B; i = l,..., g} for all 
n > 1. ZfRad A = (0), then (K”), = n (K”Bpin B; i = l,..., g} for all n > 1. 
Proof: Let PEA*(K) and by (2.15.3) let zEmAssA such that zBc_P 
and P/zB E a *((K + zB)/zB). Let the overbar denote residue class modulo 
zB. Then the hypothesis on A/z and (J + z)/z together with (2.9) imply that 
(K), is a prime ideal of height h and (Z?“), is (@,-primary for all n > 1. 
Therefore necessarily (E), = P/zB and a*(E) = {P/zB}, so it follows that 
card(a*(K)) Q g. But (2.5.2) and (2.5.3) imply that K, has at least g 
minimal prime divisors of height h, so card@*(K)) > g by (2.15.1). 
Therefore let 2 *(K) = (P, ,..., P,} and let Z = n Pi, so Z is the irredundant 
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intersection of g height h prime ideals. Therefore Z = Z, 3 K, and Z and K, 
have the same prime divisors. Therefore it follows from (2.5.2) that K,B,, = 
PiBpi=ZBpi for i= l,..., g, so K, =Z and (K”), = n {(K”),BpinB; 
i = I,..., g} = 0 {P;B,,n B; i = l,..., g} (since a*(K) = {P, ,..., Pg} and BPi 
is a regular local ring implies that (Pl)OB,i = PyB,J. Also, H c Z, by (2.5.3), 
so Z= K, c ZZ, E I, = I. Finally, if RadA = (0), then Rad Bpi= (0), so 
(2.5.2) and what was just shown imply that (K”), = n (K”Bpin B; 
i = l,..., g}. Q.E.D. 
3. THE KERNEL OF THE HOMOMORPHISM 
AND ASYMPTOTIC SEQUENCES 
In this section it is shown in (3.8) and (3.9) that the kernel of the 
homomorphism in Section 2 can be used to characterize the new concept of 
an asymptotic sequence. These characterizations are asymptotic sequence 
versions of a result of Rees, as is explained preceding (3.4). 
In order to prove (3.8) some preliminary results are needed, so we begin 
with the definition of an asymptotic sequence. 
(3.1) DEF!NITION. Elements b,,..., b, in a Noetherian ring A are an 
asymptotic sequence in case (b, ,..., b&4 #A and ((b, ,..., b,- ,)“A),: biA = 
((b i ,..., b,-,)“A), for i = I,..., h and for all n > 1. 
Concerning (3.1), note that it follows immediately from the definitions and 
(2.15.1) that b ,,..., ,, b are an asymptotic sequence in A if and only if 
@ i ,..., b,)A#A andb,@U{P;PEa*((b, ,..., b,-,)A)}fori=l,..., h. 
It is shown in [ 14, (2.3.5)] that an A-sequence in a Noetherian ring A is 
an asymptotic sequence, but not conversely. It is also shown in [ 141 that 
most of the basic facts concerning A-sequences and grade have a valid 
asymptotic sequence and asymptotic grade (see (4.5)) version. (3.2) lists the 
results from [ 141 concerning asymptotic sequences that will be needed in the 
remainder of this section. (In (3.2.4), recall that an ideal J is of the principal 
class in case .Z can be generated by h = height j elements.) 
(3.2) Remark. Let 6, ,..., h b be elements in a Noetherian ring A and let 
Z= (b r,..., b&4. Then the following statements hold: 
(3.2.1) [14, (2.3.3)]. If b ,,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in A, then 
height Z = h. 
(3.2.2) [14, (2.9.1)]. If b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in A and 
if S is an m.c. set in A such that I, #A,, then the images of b,,..., b, in A, 
are an asymptotic sequence. 
(3.2.3) [ 14, (2.6)]. If A is local, then b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic 
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sequence in A if and only if height(ZA * -t- z)/z = h for all z E m Ass A *. (A * 
is the completion of A.) 
(3.2.4) [ 14, (4.6)]. If A is locally quasi-unmixed and J is an ideal of 
the principal class in A, then .Z is generated by an asymptotic sequence. 
(3.4) is the first of the main results in this section. Since its proof is a little 
long, the following lemma will serve to help shorten the proof. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let b, ,..., b, be elements in a Noetherian ring A, let 
Zi = (b, ,..., b&4, and assume that for each z E m Ass A and for i = l,..., h it 
holds that (I, + z)/z is a prime ideal of height i and that z is the only 
minimal prime ideal in A that is contained in Z t z, where Z = I,. Then Z, = 
n {Z t z; z E m Ass A} is the irredundant intersection of c = card(m Ass A) 
prime ideals and (I’), = n {(I” + z&4,+, n A; z E m Ass A} for all n > 1. 
Proof. Let P be a prime divisor of (I”), for some n > 1. Then P E A *(I) 
by (2.15.1), so by (2.153) let z E mAssA such that z c P and 
P/z E a*((Z t z)/z). Then the hypotheses imply that (Z t z)/z is a prime 
ideal of height h generated by an A/z-sequence, so, for all n > 1, (Z t z)/z is 
the only prime divisor of ((Z + z)/z)“. Therefore since every prime ideal in 
a*((Z + z)/z) is a prime divisor of ((Z + z)/z)~ for all large n by (2.15.2), 
necessarily P/z = (Z + z)/z, hence P = Z t z. Also, (Zn)(lAp = (Z”Ap)O 2 
Rad A, = zA,, so, since AdzA, is a regular local ring whose maximal ideal 
is generated by (Z t z)/ z, it follows that (Z”),Ar = (I” t z)A,, and the 
conclusions readily follow from this. Q.E.D. 
We can now prove the first of the main results in this section, (3.4). (3.4) 
is of some interest since it is closely related to a result of Rees. Specifically, 
it follows from [ 16, Theorems 2.1 and 2.21 that if b,, bl,..., b, are an A- 
sequence in a Noetherian ring A, then H = K in (2.5), and the converse holds 
if the b, are in the Jacobson radical of A. (3.4) can be viewed as an 
asymptotic sequence version of half of this result of Rees, and (3.8) and 
(3.9) can be viewed as sharpened asymptotic sequence analogues of the 
result. However, probably the best asymptotic sequence version of this result 
is given in (4.16). 
(3.4) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (2.5) assume that b,, b, ,..., b, 
are an asymptotic sequence in A. Then H, = K, is a radical ideal. 
ProoJ Assume it is known that this holds when A is a local ring, let N 
be a maximal ideal in B that contains H, let P = N n A, and let S = A - P. 
If b, EN, then b,, b, ,..., ,, b are all in P, so the images of the bi are an 
asymptotic sequence in A, by (3.2.2). Now Hs = Ker(B, -+ C,), so (Hs), = 
(Ks), is a radical ideal by the assumption. Therefore (HJs = (Ks)a is a 
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radical ideal, and so H,B, = I$,B, is a radical ideal since Nn S = rp. If 
6, @ N, then KB, = (X, - (b&J,..., X,, - (b-,/&))B,, where Ki denotes the 
image of bi in A,, so (KB,),=n{KB,+z;zEmAssB,} is the 
irredundant intersection of card(mAss BN) prime ideals by (3.3). Now, 
recalling that Rad H = Rad K (by (3.2.1) and (2.5.3)) and H = Ker(B -+ C), 
it follows that (KB, + z)/z = (HB, + z)/z for all z E m Ass B,, so 
KB, c HB, E K,B,, hence H, B, = K,B, is a radical ideal. Therefore, 
since Rad H = Rad K, it follows that H, = K, is a radical ideal. Therefore it 
remains to show that this holds when A is a local ring. 
For this, let B and C be as in (2.5) (for the case when A is local), let A* 
be the completion of A, let B” = A*[X, ,..., X,,], and let Co = 
A * [b,/h, ,..., b,/b,]. Also, let Ho = Ker(B’ -+ Co). Then the hypothesis of 
(2.16) are satisfied by (3.2.3), so (HO), = (K’), is an intersection of prime 
ideals, where K” = (box, - b, ,..., box,, - b,JB’ = KB’. Now KG H E 
(H’),nB=(K’),nB = (KB’),nB=K, by [13, (2.5)], so H,=K, is a 
radical ideal. Q.E.D. 
(3.5) Remark. If H, = K, is a radical ideal in (2.5), then it follows that 
K, = Rad K, = Rad K, so by (2.5.1) and (2.5.2), K, = H, is the irredundant 
intersection of g height h prime ideals, where g is the number of z E m Ass A 
such that b, 6Z z. 
(3.6) COROLLARY. With the notation of (2.5), if b,, b, ,..., b, are an A- 
sequence, then H, = K, is a radical ideal. 
Proof: This follows immediately from (3.4) since an A-sequence is an 
asymptotic sequence in A by [ 14, (2.3.5)]. Q.E.D. 
Before proving (3.8) we need some information concerning the relation 
between the homomorphism in (2.5) to the corresponding homomorphism in 
a faithfully flat extension ring of A. The needed results are proved in (3.7). 
(3.7) Remark. Let A, b,, b, ,..., b,, C, B, H, and K be as in (2.5), let A0 
be a Noetherian ring which is a faithfully flat A-module (so A G A’), 
Co = A’[b,/b,,..., b,/b,], B” = B[X, ,..., X,,], Ho = Ker(B’ -+ Co), and K” = 
C: (boXi - bi)Bo. Then the following statements hold: 
(3.7.1) K” = KB’. 
(3.7.2) Ho = HB’. 
(3.7.3) If (K”)a = (HO),, then K, = H,. 
(3.7.4) If (K’), (resp., (HO),) is a radical ideal, then K, (resp., H,) is 
a radical ideal. 
(3.7.5) If a*(K’) = {P*; P* is a minimal prime divisor of K’}, then 
A*(K) = {P; P is a minimal prime divisor of K}. 
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Proof: It is clear that (3.7.1) holds. And if b, is a regular element in A, 
then (3.7.2) readily follows from the fact that B” is a faithfully flat B-algebra 
and the bJb, are in the total quotient ring of A which is contained in the 
total quotient ring of A’. In the case b, is a zero-divisor, let Z = (0): &A for 
all large n. Then the image of b, in A/Z is a regular element, A”/ZAo and 
B”/ZBo are faithfully flat A/Z- and B/ZB-algebras, respectively, and H/Z = 
Ker(B/ZB -+ C) and H”/ZBo = Ker (B”/ZBo -+ Co) (see (2.1.2)). Therefore 
it follows from the case b, is regular that H”/ZBo = (H/ZB)(B’/ZB’), so 
Ho = HB’. 
(3.7.3) follows from (3.7.1) and (3.7.2) and the fact that (L4o)a nA =I 
holds for all ideals Z in a Noetherian ring A whenever A0 is a faithfully flat 
A-algebra by [ 13, (2.5)]. And therefore (3.7.4) is clear by (3.7.3) since 
(K’),nB=K, and (@),nB=H,. 
Finally, A*(K) = {P* n B; P* Ea*(K”)} by (2.15.5). Therefore if 
P E a*(K) and P* E a*(K’) lies over P, then P* is a minimal prime divisor 
of K” by hypothesis, so P is a minimal prime divisor of K, by [7, (18.1 l)]. 
Q.E.D. 
(3.8) is the main result in this section. It almost characterizes asymptotic 
sequences in general Noetherian rings, and its corollary, (3.9), shows that it 
yields a characterization of such elements in local rings. 
(3.8) THEOREM. With the notation of (2.5), the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(3.8.1) The images of b,, b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in A, 
for all maximal ideals M in A that contain b,, b, ,..., b,. 
(3.8.2) H, = K, is the irredundant intersection of g height h prime 
ideals and a*(K) consists of these g prime ideals, where g is the number of 
minimal prime ideals in A that do not contain b,. 
Proof Assume that (3.8-l) holds, so Rad K = Rad H by (3.2.1) and 
(2.5.3). Also, it is readily seen that (3.8.2) holds if it holds for all the rings 
B, (that is, (HB,), = (KB&, etc., but with g depending on N) with N a 
maximal ideal in B that contains Rad K = Rad H. Therefore fix such an 
ideal N, let P=NnA, and let S=A-P. If b,&P, then KB,= 
(X, - (b;/&),..., X,, - (&/&))B,, where Gi denotes the image of b, in A,. 
Now HB, = Ker(B,+ C,), so (2.5.1) and (2.5.2) imply that HB, has 
exactly g’ minimal prime divisors Q of height h and each such Q contains 
only one minimal prime ideal, where g’ is the number of minimal prime 
ideals in A, that do not contain b,. Therefore, since K G H and Rad H = 
Rad K, it follows from (3.3) that (3.8.2) holds for B, in place of B, and so 
(3.8.2) holds for B, in place of B since N n S = 9. If b, E P, then the images 
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of the bi are an asymptotic sequence in A, by (3.8.1) and (3.2.2). Also, H, = 
WB, --f CJ and B, = (BshBs, so it may be assumed to begin with that A 
is a local ring with maximal ideal P. Then K, = H, is a radical ideal and K, 
is the intersection of g height h prime ideals by (3.4) and (3.5). Therefore to 
complete the proof that (3.8.2) holds it may be assumed that A is complete 
by (3.7.5). Then the hypotheses of (2.16) are satisfied by (3.2.3), so it 
follows from (2.16) that (3.8.2) holds. 
Conversely, assume that (3.8.2) holds and suppose that (3.8.1) does not 
hold, so there exists a maximal ideal M in A such that b,, b, ,..., b, are in M 
and the images of the b, are not an asymptotic sequence in A,. Since (3.8.2) 
continuous to hold with A, replacing A, it may be assumed that A is local 
and b,, b, ,..., b, are not an asymptotic sequence. Then there exists a minimal 
prime ideal z in A * such that height(JA* + z)/z < h + 1 by (3.2.3), where 
J= (b,, b ,,..., b&4. Let P be a minimal prime divisor of JA * + z such that 
height P/z < h + 1. Let B”, Co, Ho, and K” be as in (3.7). Then P* = 
(P/z)(B’/zB’) is a minimal prime divisor of K* = (K” + zB”)/zBo. (For P* 
contains a minimal prime divisor Q* of K*, and if b, & Q* n (A */z), then 
Q* c P* and height Q* > h (since (B”/zBo),, contains the elements 
Xi - (b;lb,), where the overbar denotes residue class modulo z), and this 
contradicts the fact that height P/z < h + 1. Therefore (JA * + z)/z E 
Q* n (A */z) c P* n (A */z) = P/ z and P/z is a minimal prime divisor of 
(JA * t z)/z, so it follows that Q* = P*.) Therefore PB”/zBo is a minimal 
prime divisor of K*, so PB”/zBo E a *((K” t zB”)/zBo), hence 
PB” E a*(K”) by (2.15.3). Now by (2.5.2) there exists a unique minimal 
prime divisor H* of Ho that contains zB”, and it is clear that 
PB”/zBo # H*/zB’, since H*/zB’ = Ker(B’/zB’ + Co/z*) with z* the 
minimal prime ideal in Co such that z * n A0 = z (see the comment following 
(2.1)). Also, height H*/zB’ = h by (2.5.2), and h > height PB”/zBo, so 
PB”fzBo $ H*/zB’. Therefore PB’fIBEa*(K) by (2.15.5), and 
PB”n B 2 H since PB” 2, HB” by (3.7.2), and this contradicts (3.8.2). 
Therefore (3.8.2) 3 (3.8.1). Q.E.D. 
This section will be closed with the following two corollaries of (3.8). 
(3.9) COROLLARY. Let b,, b, ,..., ,, b be elements in the Jacobson radical 
of a Noetherian ring A. Then b,, b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in A $ 
and only if (3.8.2) holds for b,, b, ,..., b, . 
Proof: This follows immediately from (3.8) since it follows immediately 
from Definition (3.1) and the Jacobson radical hypothesis that b,, b, ,..., b, 
are an asymptotic sequence in A if and only if their images in A, are an 
asymptotic sequence in A, for ail maximal ideals it4 in A. Q.E.D. 
(3.10) COROLLARY. Let Z = (b,, b, ,..., b&4 be an ideal of height h t 1 
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in a locally quasi-unmixed Noetherian ring A. Then (3.8.2) holds for 
b,, b, ,..., b,. 
Proof: An ideal of the principal class is generated by an asymptotic 
sequence by hypothesis and (3.2.4), so the images in A, of these generators 
are an asymptotic sequence for all maximal ideals M in A that contain them 
by (3.2.2), so the conclusion follows from (3.8). Q.E.D. 
4. I-INDEPENDENT ELEMENTS AND ASYMPTOTIC SEQUENCES 
In this section it is shown that asymptotic sequences are very closely 
related to generalized analytically independent elements, and in fact can be 
characterized in terms of such elements. In order to prove the first of these 
characterizations we need to recall the definition of Z-independent elements 
and some facts concerning such elements. 
(4.1) DEFINITION. Elements b i ,..., b, in an ideal Z in a Noetherian ring A 
are said to be I-independent in case every form f(X, ,..., X,,) E A [X, ,..., X,,] 
such that f(b, ,..., b,,) = 0 has all its coefficients in I. 
This concept was introduced in 1970 by Valla in [20], although such 
elements had been utilized in an auxiliary role in some papers prior to 1970. 
Many results concerning such elements have been proved since then (see 
1234, 13,20,2I]), and those that are needed in this section are summarized 
in (4.2). 
(4.2) Remark. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A and let b, ,..., b, 
be elements in I. Then the following statements hold: 
(4.2.1) [13, (2.1.7)]. If b ,,..., b, are Z-independent and S is an m.c. set 
in A such that I, #A,, then the images of the bi in I, are IS-independent. 
(4.2.2) [13, (2.1.1)]. If b ,,..., b, are Z-independent and .Z is an ideal in 
A that contains Z, then b,,..., b, are J-independent. 
(4.2.3) [13, (2.1.8)]. b, ,..., b, are Z-independent if and only if 
Ker u E (Z, u)Z?, where o and B are as in (2.8). 
(4.2.4) [13, (2.12.2) and (2.13)]. If f or all large n there exist elements 
c~,~,..., c~,~ (h is fixed) which are (I”),-independent, then 
min( height(Z(A,)* + z)/z; P E A^ *(I) and z E m Ass (Ap)* } > h. In 
particular, if A is local and Z is the maximal ideal in A, then min{depth z; 
zEmAssA*}>h. 
To prove the first of the main results in this section, (4.4), we need the 
following lemma. The corresponding result for A-sequences would probably 
be proved by using the fact that if b, ,..., b, are elements in a Noetherian ring 
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A such that b, ,..., bi are an A-sequence and the images of bi+, ,..., b, are an 
A/(& ,..., b&Asequence, then b, ,..., b, are an A-sequence. As noted following 
(3.1) asymptotic sequences have most of the basic properties of A-sequences, 
but this last noted A-sequence result does not hold for asymptotic sequences 
by [14, (7.1.2)]. Therefore a sketch of the proof of (4.3) is included. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let b, ,..., b, be an asymptotic sequence in a Noetherian 
ring A and let X be an indeterminate. Then for i = I,..., g it holds that 
b 1 y***T bi- 17 X9 bi,.**, b, are an asymptotic sequence in A[X]. 
ProojI It follows immediately from the definition that b, ,..., bi_, , X are 
an asymptotic sequence in A[X]. Therefore fix g (i - 1 < g < h) and assume 
that b i ,..., bi-, , X, b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in A[X] (for g = i - 1 
the sequence is b, ,..., bi- 1, X). Let Z = (b, ,..,, bi- 1, X, bi ,..., b,)A [Xl, and let 
f E A [X] such that fib,+ i E (I”), for some n > 1. Then note that (I”), = 
((b:, b; ,..., bi, X”)A[X]), = (((b,,..., b,)“A),, X”)A[X], so it readily follows 
that the coefficient of X’ (0 < i < n) in f is in ((b, ,..., b,)“A), since 6, ,..., b,, , 
are an asymptotic sequence in A. Therefore f E (I”),, and the conclusion 
readily follows from this. Q.E.D. 
Another way of stating Rees’s result mentioned in Section 3 [ 16, 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.21 is that elements 6, ,..., b, in the Jacobson radical of a 
Noetherian ring A are an A-sequence if and only if they are (bI,..., b&4- 
independent. With this in mind, (4.4) and especially (4.8) can be viewed as 
asymptotic sequence versions of this result. (In the last part of the proof of 
(4.4) we need to use the analytic spread of an ideal, so recall that if Z is an 
ideal in a local ring (R, M), then the analytic spread of Z, denoted Z(Z), is 
defined by Z(Z) = depth@, u) S’(R, I).) 
(4.4) THEOREM. Let b, ,..., b, be elements in a Noetherian ring A. Then 
b ,,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in A if and only if by ,..., by are 
((b 1 ,..., b,)“A),-independent for i = l,..., h and for all n > 1. 
Proof. Assume first that b,,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence. Then so 
are b, ,..., bi for each i= l,..., h, so it suffices to show that by,..., b{ are 
((b i ,..., b,)“A),-independent for all n > 1. For this, since ((by, bq ,..., bl)“A), 
= ((b, ,..., b,)““A), for all i = 0, l,..., h and for all n > 1 and m > 1, it follows 
from the definition that b:, b:,..., bi are an asymptotic sequence in A, so it 
may be assumed that n = 1. Now U, b, ,..., 6, are an asymptotic sequence in 
A[u] by (4.3), so H, = K, by (3.4), where K = (uX, -b, ,..., uX,, - b,)B and 
H=Ker(B-+S’) with B=A[u,X, ,,.,, X,,]. Let Z=(b, ,..., b&I. Then 
H, = K, = ((Ux, - b, ,..., uX,, - b,)B), G ((u, Z)B), = (u, Z,)B, since u is an 
indeterminate and B is a polynomial ring over A, so the conclusion follows 
from (4.2.3). 
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For the converse, suppose that bi,..., b, are not an asymptotic sequence in 
A. Then there exist integers i and n such that ((b, ,..., biel)“A),: biA f 
((b i ,..., bi- i)“A), . Therefore there exists P E a *(I) such that bi E P, where 
Z = (b, ,..., b,-,)A. Let R = A,. Then by hypothesis and (4.2.1) it holds that 
the images of by ,..., by in R are ((b ,,..., b,)“A),), = ((b, ,..., b,)“R),- 
independent, so they are (P&-independent by (4.2.2), hence min{depth z; 
zEmAssR*}>i by (4.2.4). However, PEA*(Z), so PR*Ea*(ZR*) by 
(2.15.4), and so there exists a minimal prime ideal z in R* such that 
PR */z E a *((ZR * + z)/z) by (2.15.3). Therefore, since R */z satisfies the 
altitude formula [6, Theorem 31 implies that l(ZR */z) < i - 1 (see [8, 
Lemma 4.5]), so depth z < i- 1, in contradiction to what was just 
mentioned. Therefore b , ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence. Q.E.D. 
A simpler characterization of asymptotic sequences can be given if they lie 
in the Jacobson radical of A, (4.8). In order to prove this result we need 
some facts concerning the asymptotic grade of an ideal, so we first define 
this grade and list some properties concerning it that will be needed below. 
(4.5) DEFINITION. If Z is an ideal in a Noetherian ring A, then the 
asymptotic grade of Z, denoted grade*(Z), is defined to be the common length 
of all asymptotic sequences in A that are contained in I. 
It is shown in [ 14, (3.1)] that grade*(Z) is well defined. (4.6) contains a 
list of some other results concerning this grade. 
(4.6) Remark. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A. Then the 
following statements hold: 
(4.6.1) [14,(3.3.5)]. If S is an m.c. set in A and Zs#A,, then 
grade *(I) < grade *(I,). 
(4.6.2) [14, (3.12)]. If (Z, c, ,..., c&l is contained in the Jacobson 
radical of A, then grade*((Z, ci ,..., c&t) < grade*(Z) + d. 
(4.6.3) [14, (3.7)]. If Z is generated by an asymptotic sequence and 
P 5 a*(Z), then grade*(Z) = grade*(P) = grade*(P,). 
(4.6.4) [ 14, (3.3.6)]. If A is local and M is its maximal ideal, then 
grade*(M) = minIdepth z; z E mAss A*}. 
(4.7) has one further result concerning asymptotic grade that is needed for 
the proof of (4.8). 
(4.7) LEMMA. Let b ,,..., b, be an asymptotic sequence in a Noetherian 
ring A, Let Z= (bl,..., b&4, let P E A*(Z), and let Q E Spec A such that 
P E Q and height Q/P = d. Then grade*(Q,) < d + h. 
Proof By hypothesis and (4.6.3), grade*(P,) = grade*(P) = 
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grade*(I) = h, so grade*(Pc) = h by (4.6.1). Let c, ,..., cd in Q such that Q is 
a minimal prime divisor of (P, c, ,..., c&f, so Q, is a minimal prime divisor 
of p, f (c, ,***, C&Q’ hence grade*(Qc) < grade*(Pc) + d = h + d by 
(4.6.2). Q.E.D. 
(4.8) has a simpler characterization of asymptotic sequences than that in 
(4.4), but it only applies when the elements are in the Jacobson radical. 
(4.8) THEOREM. Let b, ,..., b, be elements in the Jacobson radical of a 
Noetherian ring A and let I = (b, ,..., b&4. Then 6, ,..., b, are an asymptotic 
sequence if and only if by ,..., b” are (I”),-independent for all n > 1. ,,
ProoJ By (4.4) it suffkes to show that the condition implies that 
b i,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence. So assume that the condition holds and 
suppose that the bi are not an asymptotic sequence. Let i be such that 
b,EPEa*((b r ,..., b,-,)A), so grade*(P)= i- 1 by (4.6.3). Let Q be a 
minimal prime divisor of (P, br,..., b,,)A, so grade*((Qc) < h by (4.7). Let 
R = A,, so there exists z E m Ass R * such that depth z < h by (4.6.4). But 
for all n > 1 the images of by,..., bi in R are (I”)3 = (I”R),-independent by 
hypothesis and (4.2. I), so they are (Q”R),-independent. Therefore 
min{depth z; z E m Ass R * } > h by (4.2.4), and this contradictrs what was 
just mentioned, so b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in A. Q.E.D. 
(4.9) Remark. It was shown in [ 17, Theorem 2.11 that Sr(A, I), the I- 
form ring (=associated graded ring) of A with respect o I is isomorphic to 
.%‘(A, I)/uS(A, I). Because of this, Rees’s result [ 16, Theorems 2.1 and 2.21 
says that elements b,,..., b, in the Jacobson radical of a Noetherian ring A 
are an A-sequence if and only if their (b, ,..., b&4-forms are algebraically 
independent over A/I. For the same reason and because of (4.2.3), another 
way of stating (4.8) is that elements b,,..., b, in the Jacobson radical of a 
Noetherian ring A are an asymptotic sequence in A if and only if for all 
n > 1 the images of the I,-forms of b;,..., bi in .F(A, I)/@,=) are 
algebraically independent over A/I,, , where I,, = (by, b!,..., bf$4 and (E) is 
the In-form ideal of I,,, = (I,),. (That is, by (4.8) and (4.2.3), and with 
B = A [u, X, ,..., X,], H, = Ker(B + .Z%(A, I )) c ((I”),, u)B for all n > 1 if 
and only if b i ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in A, so, since (I”), = I,, , if 
and only if (A/I,,)[X,,..., X,1 = B/b, InaP = 96% I,,)/@, I,,> 96% 1,) = - 
x(Av ZJlVmJ) A similar statement holds for the result in (4.4). 
We next give several corollaries of (4.8). To explain why these corollaries 
are of some interest we briefly recall three definitions concerning an ideal I 
in a Noetherian ring A. In [20], Valla defined sup I to be the maximum 
number of elements which are I-independent. In [4], Bruns defined the 
asymptotic stability sup”OI by supooI= inf(sup I”; n > 1). And in [ 131, I 
defined sup: I by sup: I= inf{sup(I”),; n > 1). (supmI and sup: I are well 
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defined since sup I” and sup(P), are decreasing sequences of nonnegative 
integers.) In these last two papers the numbers supml and sup: I were 
characterized, but it was not shown, for example, that if sup: I = h and 
b , ,..., b, are I,-independent, then by ,..., bi are (I”),-independent for all n > 1. 
(In fact, this is not true.) The corollaries show, among other things, that 
asymptotic sequences have this nice property. 
(4.10) is sort of a hybred between (4.4) and (4.8). 
(4.10) COROLLARY. Let b , ,..., b, be elements in a Noetherian ring A 
such that by,..., bi are (Q-independent for all n > 1, where I = (b, ,..., b&4. 
Then the images of b , ,..., b, in A, are an asymptotic sequence for all 
P E Spec A that contain I. 
Proof The condition on the b, continues to hold in A,, so the conclusion 
follows immediately from (4.8). Q.E.D. 
In (4.11) it is shown that sup: I= grade*(Z) for all ideals I in a 
Noetherian ring. 
(4.11) COROLLARY. If I is an ideal in a Noetherian ring A, then 
sup: I = grade*(I). Moreover, if grade *(I) = h, then for every asymptotic 
sequence bz ,..., b, of length at most h contained in I it holds that by ,..., bJ’ are 
(I”),-independent for all n > 1. 
Proof It is shown in [ 13, (2.12.2); 14, (3.1)) that sup,” I= 
min{height(l(A,)* + z)/z; P E a*(Z) and z E mAss(A,)*} = grade*(Z). 
Also, since grade*(I) = h, there exists an asymptotic sequence of length h 
contained in I by the definition of grade*(I). And, if b,,..., bj are an 
asymptotic sequence contained in I, then the conclusion follows from (4.8) 
and (4.2.2). Q.E.D. 
(4.12) and (4.13) consider what can be said when A is an analytically 
unramilied semi-local ring. 
(4.12) COROLLARY. Let b 1 ,..., 6, be an asymptotic sequence in an 
analytically unramified semi-local ring A. Then there exists an integer n > 1 
such that by’i,..., bi+’ are (b, ,..., b,)zA-independent for all i > 1. 
Proof. By (4.8), b” i ,..., bi are (I”),-independent for all n > 1, where 
Z = (b, ,..., b&i. Since A is analytically unramified, there exists an integer 
n > 1 such that (I”+‘)= G I’ for all i > 1 by [ 19, Corollary, p. 371, so the 
conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
(4.13) COROLLARY. Let A be an analytically unramz3ed semi-local ring, 
let I be an ideal in A, and let grade*(I) = h. Then there exists an integer 
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n 2 1 such that for each asymptotic sequence b, ,..., bj (j < h) in I it holds 
that byti,..., by’ i are Ii-independent for all i > 1. 
Proof: If b, ,..., bj (j < h) are an asymptotic sequence contained in Z, then 
the conclusion follows from (4.12) and (4.2.2). Q.E.D. 
(4.14) contains a characterization of locally quasi-unmixed Noetherian 
rings, and it shows the nice behavior of the generators of ideals of the prin- 
cipal class concerning generalized analytical independence in such rings. 
(4.14) COROLLARY. The following statements hold for a Noetherian ring 
A: 
(4.14.1) If for each maximal ideal M in A and for each large integer n 
there exist elements b ,,n ,..., b,,, depending on n (and where h = height M) 
which are (M”),-independent, then A is locally quasi-unmixed. 
(4.14.2) If A is locally quasi-unmixed, then for all ideals I in A and 
for all ideals J= (b , ,..., bj)A of height j contained in I it holds that by ,..., by 
are (J”),-independent (hence also (I”),-independent) for all n > 1. 
Proof: If the condition in (4.14.1) holds, then A,,, is quasi-unmixed for 
each maximal ideal M in A by (4.2.4), so A is locally quasi-unmixed. 
If A is locally quasi-unmixed, then an ideal of the principal class is 
generated by an asymptotic sequence by (3.2.4), so (4.14.2) follows from 
(4.4) and (4.2.2). Q.E.D. 
I feel certain a result similar to (4.14.2) holds for locally unmixed 
Noetherian rings, but with bTt i,..., b!“i J’-independent for some n 2 1 and 
for all i > 1 and for all i > 1, but I have not been able to prove this. 
However, the last corollary of (4.8) shows that at least this holds for certain 
unmixed semi-local rings. 
(4.15) COROLLARY. Let A be an analytically unramtjied semi-local ring 
which is locally quasi-unmixed. Then for all ideals I in A, there exists an 
integer n > 1 such thatfor all ideals J= (b 
it holds that b;‘i,..., 
, ,..., bj)A of height j contained in I 
byi i are Ii-independent for all i > 1. 
Proof. Ideals of the principal class in A are generated by an asymptotic 
sequence by (3.2.4) since A is locally quasi-unmixed, so the concludion 
follows from (4.13). Q.E.D. 
(4.16) is the last of the main results in this paper. It is closely related to 
(3.9) and (4.8) and is probably the best asymptotic sequence analogue of the 
version of Rees’s result discussed preceding (3.4). 
(4.16) THEOREM. Let b,,..., b, be elements in the Jacobson radical of a 
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Noetherian ring A. Then b ,,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in A if and 
only if (H,), = (K,), for all n > 1, where K, = (uX, - bf ,..., uX,, - b;)B and 
H, = Ker(B + A[u, tb: ,..., tbi]). 
Prooj If (H,), = (K,), for all n > 1, then H, c ((K,), , u)B c 
((K,, UP), = ((b:,..., 4, UP), = (((b:,..., WA),, u)B = 
t((b , ,..., b,J’A),, u)B. Therefore by ,..,, bz are ((b, ,..., b,)“A),-independent for 
all n > 1 by (4.2.3), hence b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in A by (4.8). 
Conversely, if b , ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in A, then so are 
by ,..., bi for all n > 1, as in the first paragraph of the proof of (4.4). 
Therefore u, by,..., bz are an asymptotic sequence in A[u] by (4.3), so 
(H,,), = (K,), for all n > 1 by (3.4). Q.E.D. 
Concerning (4.16), note that if b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence, then 
(3.8.2) holds for each n > 1 with H, and K, replacing H and K, respectively. 
This paper will be closed with the following remark which summarizes 
several of the main results in Sections 3 and 4 and shows their relationship 
to the A-sequence version. 
(4.17) Remark. It has been noted above that Rees’s result in [ 161 can be 
stated: Let b r ,..., b, be elements in the Jacobson radical of a Noetherian ring 
A and let I = (b, ,..., b&4. Then the following statements are equivalent: (1) 
The bi are an A-sequence; (2) Ker(B --t S(A, I)) = Cf (uX, - b,)B, where 
B = A[u, X1,..., X,,]; (3) b r ,..., b, are I-independent; and (4) the images of 
tb 1 ,..., tb, in 9(A, Z)/z&‘(A, I) are algebraically independent over A/I. And 
the following asymptotic sequence version of this has also been shown in 
(3.8) (together with (4.3)), (4.8), (4.9), and (4.16): With b, ,..., b,, A, and Z 
as above, the following statements are equivalent: (1’) the bi are an 
asymptotic sequence in A; (2’) (Ker(B -9(A,I))), = (cf(uX, - b,)B), 
(where B = A [u, X, ,..., X,,]) is the irredundant intersection of g height h 
prime ideals and A*(~~(uX, - b,)B) consists of these g prime ideals, where 
g is the number of minimal prime ideals in A; (2”) 
(Ker(B + &?(A, (by ,..., bi)A))), = ((uX, - b: ,..., uX,, - bi)B), for all n > 1; 
(3’) by,..., bi are (I”),-independent for all n > 1; and (4’) the images of 
tb; ,..., tbi in s/(u, (I”),)@ are algebraically inependent over A/(1”), for all 
n > 1, where L%’ = S’(A, (by, b!: ,..., b,“)A). 
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